The exceptionality of Tyneside back vowel fronting
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One of the most influential of Labov’s (1994) generalizations about vocalic change concerns the
relationship between processes of back vowel fronting, namely that fronting of /ow/ is dependent on
/uw/ fronting. For English varieties, Labov’s generalization entails that fronting of goat will cooccur with fronting of goose, a pattern reported in much subsequent research (Baranowski, 2008;
Fridland, 2008; Hall-Lew, 2009; Thomas, 2001). An apparent exception to this generalization,
however, was reported by Watt (2000, 2002) in the Newcastle upon Tyne dialect of northern
England. Based on an auditory analysis of data gathered in the 1990’s, Watt observed [8] for
goat, particularly for younger male speakers, but noted that fronting of goose was very rare
within the community. Watt reported no fronting of diphthongal realizations of goat.
This poster reports on a recent study of Tyneside goat and goose designed to provide a
real-time point of comparison with the 1990’s data set gathered by Watt and colleagues. Word
list and free conversation data were gathered in 2008 and 2009 from 20 speakers (aged 18-25, 12
women) using a sampling and interview method similar to that described in Watt (2000, 2002). This
procedure yielded 471 tokens from the word list data, which we discuss, here. For each goat/goose
token, nine time-normalized F1 and F2 measurements were extracted using a Praat script and then
hand corrected. We normalized the data using Watt and Fabricius’s modified procedure (Fabricius
et al., 2009), with reference vowels fleece, lot and coal. Linear mixed-effects regression models
were fit using the lme4 package.
Unlike in Watt’s analysis of the mid-90’s data
set,
the 2008 data show clear evidence of goose
F1 & F2 by lexical set and speaker sex
fronting relative to goat, coal and lot (see figGOOSE
ure), as reported for several other northern English
FLEECE
dialects (Ferragne and Pellegrino, 2010). In addition, the analysis revealed a positive correlation in
GOAT
by-speaker mean F2s for goat and goose, as also expected from the perspective of Labov’s generalization.
Fronted monophthongal [8] realizations for goat are
observed in the data, but in our results, there is no efCOAL
fect of speaker sex, unlike in Watt’s description of the
1990’s data set. For goat but not goose, Euclidean
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realizations are directly related to F2, indicating a
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continuum of variation between back monophthongs
F2/S(F2)
and fronted diphthongs for goat in the data. Dynamic formant analysis shows that fronting of both goat and goose is across the vowel, with
somewhat greater fronting toward the nucleus.
Hence, notwithstanding the exceptional status of goat in Watt’s (2000, 2002) description, our
real time comparison with Watt’s results suggests that the Tyneside back vowels are undergoing a
process of change similar to those described for many other English dialects from northern England
and elsewhere.
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